What is CSPro Chain ?
CSPRO is a token of the BEP-20 standard in the
Binance Smart Chain network with a unique
algorithm and technical functions. It was
developed as a fully decentralized application
(DApp).
The main task that CSPRO sets itself is to make
mining accessible for all people on the planet,
regardless of their place of residence and access
to cheap electricity.

Token Details

CSPRO CHAIN
FEEL EMPOWERED!
An overview of Cspro token
Cspro token belongs to a new generation of a green mining , completely
decentralized crypto asset. In additional to those features, Cspro has an
alphanumeric feature which allows to send an unlimited number of
characters in an optional encrypted or unencrypted form during transfers
in the blockchain network. Not to forget the reverse halving with its
unique Reward Plan. In other words, Reverse Halving goes unlike all
other Coins in Market from low to high providing Demand and Supply
Balance.

Token Distribution

Ticker: CSPro
Standard: BEP-20 Binance smart chain
Tokens offered: 18 800 000
Max Supply: 204 million
Soft cap: 6M $
Hard cap: 20M $
Presale launch price: 0.40$
Phases: 7
Presale periode: 21 days
Exchange lisiting after presale : pancake swap
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Proof-of-actif Required Staking
A minimum of 5000 CSPRO must be staked
to the CSPRO smart contract in order to be
able to mine. After that, the miner may
receive rewards for 90 days. In order to
continue mining at the end of 90 days,
Staked Tokens must be withdrawn from the
contract and restaked.

csprochain.net

Token Lock Up Schedule
After presale 50 % of tokens are transferred to your wallet
and the other 50% is locked to avoid a parallel market and
to preserve the value of the token. They will be locked for 6
months after the end of sale.

support@csprochain.net

